Let Fn,c denote the free «-generator nilpotent group of class c. For n > c + m -1 , every primitive system of m elements of Fn, c can be lifted to a primitive system of m elements of the free group F" .
Introduction
Let F -F", n > 2, be a free group and F be a fully invariant subgroup of F . A system w = (kzi, ... , wm), m < n , w¡ £ F , is said to be primitive in F if w can be extended to a basis of F, and w is said to be primitive mod V if the corresponding system w = (wi, ... , wm) of cosets w¡(= w¡V) can be extended to some basis of F/V. If w = (tiz(, ... , wm) is primitive mod F and if there exists v = (v\, ... , vm), v¡ £ V, such that the corresponding system w* = iw\V\, ... , wmvm) is primitive in F then we say that w lifts to w*. Lifting primitivity of free F-groups is a natural problem which is linked to the study of the automorphism groups AutiF/V).
For zz > 4, m < n, every primitive system w mod F" lifts to a primitive system w* of F. This follows from the well-known result of Bachmuth and Mochizuki [3] that every automorphism of a free metabelian group of rank exceeding 3 is tame (i.e., induced by an automorphism of F). When F/V is free nilpotent of class exceeding two or free metabelian nilpotent of class exceeding two then there exist nontame automorphisms for arbitrary large values of zz [1, 2, 4] . In [5] we studied the lifting of primitivity of free metabelian nilpotent groups and proved that for n > m+2, every primitive system wmodyc+i(F)/r" lifts to a primitive system w* of F . In this paper we study the corresponding problem of lifting primitivity of systems of elements in free nilpotent groups F",c(-F/ïc+i(F)). c > 2. We prove that, for n > c + m-l, every primitive system w mod yc+\ (F) of m elements lifts to a primitive system w* of F (Theorem C).
Preliminary lemmas
We use standard commutator notation:
etc. Let F = (x\, x2, ... , xn) be free of rank n . We first prove some lemmas concerning the existence of certain specific automorphisms of F . Lemma 1. For any permutation n of the set {2, ... , c}, 2 < c < n, there is an automorphism 6n of F of the form given (modyc+l(F)); aßa~x ß-x(x{) = xx[xx, x2, x^,, ... , xc] (modyc+l(F))). For any permutation n of the set {2, ... , c} define an automorphism 6n of F by 6n = n*6n* where 6 = aßa~xß~x is as above and n* is given by n* = {xi -> Xi, x2 -* x2n,..., Xc-* xCK, Xj -> Xj, j > c + 1}.
Then it is clear that 6n is of the required form:
where V\ £ yc+\(F) and u¡ £ F'.
Lemma 2. Given [xi, yx, ... , yc-\], 2 <c <n, yt £ {xx, x2, ... , xn} (y\ ¿ Xi), there exists p £ Aut(F) such that p(x\) = X\[x\,y\, ... ,yc-i] (modyc+\(F)) ; p(x¿) = x¡(F'), 2 < i < c, and pix¡) = x¡, j > c + 1.
Proof. Let z(zV) = ÍZ\,Z2, ... ,Zk) = (Xi\ , ... , xik), 2 < il < ■■■ < ik < c, l <k<c-l, be an arbitrary k-tuple of distinct generators of F and let y(k) = (y\,yi,-.-,yk), y¡ e {xi,..., x"}, l<k<c-l, be an arbitrary k-tuple.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let u(z(k) -► y(zc)) denote the commutator obtained from u = [xi, x2, X3, ... , xc] upon replacing the k-tuple z(k) by the zV-tuple y(k). We prove by induction on 1 < k < c -1 that there is an automorphism p(z(k) -► y(k)) of
(modF'), 2 < i < c, and p(z(k) -» y(zV)) (x/) = x;, /.> c+1. The statement of the lemma is the case k = c -1.
For fe = 1, if Zi = y\ then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we consider a = {zi -* Ziyi. Xj -► X;, x, / zi} e Aut (F) and, by Lemma 1, the automorphism 0 of F given by Then by the induction hypothesis there exist automorphisms p(z(k), y(k ; t)), t = l,...,k, such that p(z(k) -* y(k;t)) (x\) = X\u(z(k) -* y(k;t)) (modyc+i(F)) ; p(z(k) -* y(k;t))(x¡) = x¡ (modF'), 2 < i < c, and p(z(k) -* y(k ; t)) (xj) = Xj , j>c+l.
In particular, if z, = yt for some t = I, ... , k then, for that value of t, p(z(zc) -> y(/c)) = p(z(k) -> y(k; t)) is an automorphism of the required form. Thus we may assume that z, ^ yt for all t = 1, ... , zc. Further, if zt £ {yi, ... , y,_i, y,+i, ... ,yk} for each t = I, ... ,k, then y(k) is a permutation of z(k) and by Lemma 1 there exists an automorphism of the required form. Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that z, £ {y\, ■■■ , yk} for some 1 < t < k . Define p(z(k) -> y(k)) = a~xpizik) -♦ y(/c ; t))a,p(z(k) -» y(zc ; Z))"1, where at = {zt ^ ztyt, x, -► x,, x, ^ z,} .
It follows immediately that p(z(k) -> y(fc)) is an automorphism of F which has the required properties.
As a corollary to Lemma 2 we deduce, Lemma 3. Let u = «'(xOflyt^i, yi, ... , yc-i]a(y). c > 2, be an element of yc(F) where the component u'(x\) does not involve the generator x\ and y = (y2, ... , yc-\) with y¡£{xx, x2, ... , xn} (y\ -f x,), a(y) e Z. Then there is an IA-automorphism p of F such that p(xx) = xxu (modyc+i(F)), p(x¡) = x, (modF') for 2 < i < c, and p(Xj) = x; for j > c + 1.
Proof. Since u'(x\) does not involve the generator X\ , there is an automorphism a of F of the form given by a = {xi -» X\u'(x\), x, -> x,, z ^ 1} . (x¿) = x, (modF') for 2 < i <c, and p(z -* y)(x/) = x, for j > c+l. Define p = Wyipiz -* y))a(y). It is easily verified that p has the required properties.
Lifting primitivity of systems of element We first establish the lifting of a single primitive element. We first prove, Theorem A. Let n > c > 2 and u £ F' be fixed. Then there is an IAautomorphism ô of F such that ¿(xiw) = Xi (modyc+i(F)), <5(x,-) = x, (modF') for i = 2, ... , c, and ¿(x;) = Xj for j = c + I, ... , n.
Proof. Repeated applications of Lemma 3 yield IA-automorphisms S2, S^, ... , Sc of F satisfying, ô2ix\u) = X1M3, «3 £ 73(F) and ô2{Xj) -x¡ for j > 3.
¿3(xi«3) = X1M4, w4 £ 74(F) and Si(Xj) = x¡ for j > 4;
Sc(x\uc) = xiwc+i, uc+i £ yc+i(F) and ôc(xj) = x¡ = x¡ for j > c + 1.
Thus ô = ôc-ô^ô2 is such that ô(xxu) = Xi (modyc+i(F)), S(x¡) = x, (modF') for i = 2, ... , c, and â(Xj) = x¡ for j > c + 1, as required.
We can now prove primitive lifting of a single element.
Theorem B. Let n > c > 2 be fixed and let w £ F be primitive modyc+i(F). Then w can be lifted to a primitive element of F. Proof. Let w £ F be primitive modyc+iiF).
For any automorphism ¡t, of F, the set {¿;(xi), ¿;(x2), • • • , £ixn)} forms a basis of F and it suffices, therefore, to prove that there exists ¿; £ Aut(F) with £(xi) = wv for some v in yc+i(F).
Since w is primitive modF', there exists an automorphism a £ Aut(F) such that a(wz) = X\U for some u in F'. By Theorem A, there exists an automorphism ô of F such that f5_1(xi) = X\u (mod^+^F)), so that a_1f5_1(xi) = tizmodyc+i(F).
Thus £, = a-1f5_1 is an automorphism of F with £(xi) = wv for some v in yc+\ . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let w = (uzi , ... , wm), m > 1, be an arbitrary system of primitive elements modyc+i(F). We can now prove our principal result of the paper. 
Concluding remarks
For n = 2, c > 3, there is a primitive element modyc+i(F) which cannot be lifted to a primitive element of F, and for zz = 3, c > 3, there is a primitive system of two elements modyc+i(F) which cannot be lifted to a primitive system of F (see [5, Remarks] ). For c > 4, n = c -I, it would be of interest to know whether every primitive element mod yc+\ (F) can be lifted to a primitive element of F. The simplest case of the problem is to decide whether or not, for n = 3, c = 4, the element Xi[xt, x2, x2, X3] can be lifted to a basis of F.
Added in proof. A weaker form of Theorem C is also implicit in Bryant and Macedonska [J. Algebra 121 (1989), 388-398] where it is shown that for sufficiently large n = zz(zn, c) every primitive system modyc+i(F") can be lifted to a primitive system of F" .
